Global Studies

Contact: Toni Loomis
Phone: 314-935-5073
Email: aloomis@wustl.edu
Website: https://globalstudies.wustl.edu

Faculty

Director, Global Studies

Tabea Linhard (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/tabea-alexa-linhard/)
Professor
PhD, Duke University
(Romance Languages and Literatures; Comparative Literature)

Program Faculty

Cindy Brantmeier (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/cindy-brantmeier/)
Professor
PhD, Indiana University
(Appplied Linguistics; Education [courtesy]; Global Studies)

Eric Fournier (https://ctl.wustl.edu/staff/meet-eric-fournier/)
Senior Lecturer
PhD, University of Georgia
(Center for Teaching and Learning; Global Studies)

Michael Frachetti (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/michael-frachetti/)
Professor
PhD, University of Pennsylvania
(Anthropology, Archaeology)

Linling Gao-Miles (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/lining-gao-miles/)
Senior Lecturer
PhD, Nagoya University, Japan
(Global Studies)

Seth Graebner (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/sets-graebner/)
Associate Professor; Director of Undergraduate Studies; Co-Director, European Studies
PhD, Harvard University
(Romance Languages and Literatures; Global Studies)

Amy Heath-Carpentier (https://globalstudies.wustl.edu/people/amy-heath-carpentier-0/)
Academic Coordinator; Lecturer in Global Studies
PhD, California Institute of Integral Studies
(Global Studies)

Steven Hirsch (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/steven-j-hirsch/)
Professor of Practice
PhD, George Washington University
(Global Studies)

Sukkoo Kim (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/sukkoo-kim/)
Associate Professor
PhD, University of California, Los Angeles
(Economics)

Kristina Kleutghen
David W. Mesker Associate Professor
PhD, Harvard University
(Art History and Archaeology)

Rebecca Messbarger (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/rebecca-messbarger/)
Professor
PhD, University of Chicago
(Romance Languages and Literatures)

Steven B. Miles (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/steven-b-miles/)
Professor Emeritus
PhD, University of Washington
(History)

Jennifer Moore (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/jennifer-moore/)
Data Serv Coordinator & Anthropology Librarian
MLS, University of Illinois

Mikhail Palatnik (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/mikhail-palatnik/)
Senior Lecturer
MA equivalent, University of Chernovtsy
MA, Washington University
(Russian Language)

Trevor Joy Sangrey (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/trevor-sangrey/)
Lecturer; Assistant Dean, College of Arts & Sciences
PhD, University of California, Santa Cruz
(Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies)

Andrew Sobel (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/andrew-sobel/)
Professor
PhD, University of Michigan
(Global Studies; Political Science [by courtesy])

Nicole Svobodny (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/nicole-svobodny/)
Senior Lecturer
PhD, Columbia University
(Global Studies; Russian Literature)

Lynne Tatlock (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/lynne-tatlock/)
Hortense and Tobias Lewin Distinguished University Professor in the Humanities; Co-Director, European Studies
PhD, Indiana University
(Germanic Languages and Literatures; Comparative Literature)

Anika Walke (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/anika-walke/)
Associate Professor
PhD, University of California, Santa Cruz
(History; Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies; Jewish, Islamic, and Middle Eastern Studies; Global Studies)
Lori Watt (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/lori-watt/)
Associate Professor
PhD, Columbia University
(History; Global Studies)

James V. Wertsch (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/james-wertsch/)
David R. Francis Distinguished Professor
PhD, University of Chicago
(Anthropology; Global Studies)

Hayrettin Yücesoy (https://ias.wustl.edu/people/hayrettin-yucesoy-0/)
Associate Professor
PhD, University of Chicago
(Arabic and Islamic Studies [JIMES])

Affiliated Faculty

Lingchei Letty Chen (https://ealc.wustl.edu/people/lingchei-letty-chen/)
Associate Professor
PhD, Columbia University
(East Asian Languages and Cultures)

Chris Eng (https://english.wustl.edu/people/chris-eng/)
Assistant Professor
PhD, City University of New York
(English)

Mijeong Mimi Kim (https://ealc.wustl.edu/people/mijeong-mimi-kim/)
Teaching Professor of Korean Language
EDD, University of San Francisco
(East Asian Languages and Cultures)

Ji-Eun Lee (https://ealc.wustl.edu/people/ji-eun-lee/)
Associate Professor of Korean Language and Literature
PhD, Harvard University
(East Asian Languages and Cultures)